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INTRODUCTION

Carbonado is a polycrystalline diamond aggregate character-
ized by a 13C-depleted isotopic composition, a lack of mantle-de-
rived mineral inclusions (Trueb and Butterman 1969; Trueb and 
de Wys 1969, 1971; Vinogradov et al. 1966), and ß uencies from 
radioactive nuclides that are suggested from both the signiÞ cant 
radiation damage and Þ ssiogenic noble gasses. Mineralogical 
and geological information on carbonado has revealed a crustal 
assemblage of mineral inclusions, highly reduced phases such 
as Fe, Ti, Si, SiC, etc. of primary origin (De et al. 1998), and 
a lack of association with kimberlitic magma. Rare-earth-ele-
ment (REE) abundance patterns of carbonado from the Central 
Africa Republic (CAR) closely resemble those of kimberlite 
(Cullers and Graf 1984; Akagi and Masuda 1988; Kagi et al. 
1994) whereas carbonado from Brazil exhibited REE patterns 
that differ greatly from those of kimberlite (Shibata et al. 1993; 
Kamioka et al. 1996). Recently, an attempt was made to duplicate 
the carbonado microstructure by sintering diamond powders 

without a catalyst at high pressure and high temperature (De 
et al. 2004). Based on those observations, several independent 
assumptions on the genesis of carbonado have been proposed, 
including metamorphism caused by a large impact on the Earth�s 
crust in the Precambrian era (e.g., Smith and Dawson 1985); 
transformation of organic sedimentary carbon into diamond in 
a cold subducted slab (e.g., Robinson 1978), and others. Most 
of these models consider crustal carbon as the starting material 
of carbonado diamonds, suggesting that the 13C-depleted isoto-
pic compositions of carbonado strongly constrain the models 
proposed so far for the origin of carbonado. Radiation-induced 
diamond formation from organic carbon has also been proposed 
as a possible origin of carbonado (Kaminskii 1987), and the 
subsequent detection of spontaneous Þ ssion products in noble 
gases supported this hypothesis (Ozima et al. 1991). Furthermore, 
photoluminescence (PL) spectra of carbonado were observed 
that enabled the temperatures experienced by carbonado to be 
estimated (Kagi et al. 1994). In a previous paper, we investigated 
approximately Þ fty carbonado samples from CAR and found 
that their PL spectra fell mostly into two groups, named A and 
B by us, although an intermediate PL feature was also found. * E-mail: kagi@eqchem.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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ABSTRACT

Carbonado diamonds from the Central African Republic were investigated using spectroscopic 
observations and C-isotopic analysis. Based on photoluminescence (PL) spectra, carbonado samples 
were classiÞ ed into two groups: Group-A, which exhibits an intense PL band at 504 nm; and Group-
B, which exhibits PL bands at 504, 575, and 638 nm at room temperature. PL spectra measured at 
120 K gave well-resolved side-band structures of 504 nm bands. Consequently, the 504 nm band of 
Group-A can be assigned to the 3H center attributable to self interstitials in diamond, whereas the 
504 nm band from Group-B can be assigned to the H3 center attributable to a vacancy (■■) trapped 
at nearest-neighbor substitutional nitrogen (N) pairs. The PL band at 575 nm, which is attributable 
to neutral N-■■ pairs, is known to increase its width with increasing residual stress in diamond ag-
gregates. The average FWHM of the 575 nm band and the standard deviations were 3.80 and 0.54 
nm for Group-A carbonado, and 2.80 and 0.38 nm for Group-B carbonado. These values suggest that 
Group-A carbonado samples have higher residual stress than the Group-B samples. The presence of an 
H3 center and the lower residual stress in Group-B carbonado both suggest that they originated from 
higher temperatures compared to Group-A. Radiation halos were observed in cathodoluminescence 
(CL) images of both Group-A and Group-B samples. The CL halos are traces of radiation damage from 
radioactive nuclides. The texture of the haloes suggests that the radiation damage was a secondary 
event after formation of the carbonado diamonds. The average C-isotopic composition of Group-A is 
�23.6 ± 0.52� in δ13CPDB and that of Group-B is �26.3 ± 0.65�. Group-A carbonado was enriched 
systematically in 13C compared with Group-B carbonado. Isotopic fractionation might occur as a result 
of the different thermal history of carbonado.
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